establishing a National Bituminous Coal Commission with power to set up code districts and separate boards for each district for the purpose of administering the codes contained in the act. By the code the boards were given power to fix the price of coal, as well as maximum hours of labor and minimum wages at the mines. The present actions were begun shortly after the act became effective and were consolidated in the argument before this court. The chief case was a suit by a stockholder to enjoin the corporation from complying with the provisions of the Code. Held, that mining is not interstate commerce and thus the regulation of hours of labor and wages by Congress was unconstitutional. Further, that the statute was not separable, so that the whole act including regulation of prices in the coal industry was unconstitutional. 1 In view of the fact that there were three opinions in this case, it might be well to outline them. The majority opinion held that the sale of goods to be shipped in interstate commerce was interstate commerce and could be 8 18 A. L. R. 1449; 69 A. L. R. 637. The courts of New York allow a request to go to the jury if made any time before entry of judgment by the clerk, Brown Paint Co. v. Reinhardt (1914) , 210 N. Y. 162, 104 N. E. 124. On this question there seems to be a tendency on the part of the courts not to lay down strict rules, but to hold that the requesting party must make his request at the earliest opportunity after the ruling of the court, Nead v. Hershman (1921), 103 Ohio St. 12, 132 N. E. 19. The opportunity of a party to make his request to go to the jury cannot be defeated by any quick action of the court, International Battery Co. v. Westerich (1918) regulated;2 that mining was not interstate commerce, and hence regulation of hours of labor and wages in the mining industry was not warranted by the federal commerce power; that this statute was not separable;3 that, as a consequence, it was not necessary to determine the constitutionality of the price-fixing provisions. The separate opinion by Chief Justice Hughes concurs with, the majority in holding that regulation of hours of labor and wages was unwarranted, but on the ground that such regulation is not due process of law. 4 The Chief Justice then dissents from the majority and maintains that the statute is separable 5 and that regulation of prices for coal to be shipped in interstate commerce pursuant to contracts already made is not a violation of the due process clause of the fifth amendment.6
The dissenting opinion contends that sale of coal to be shipped in interstate commerce is interstate commerce, and that regulation of prices for such sales is not a violation of due process of law;7 that the statute is separable; that as to the provisions granting power to regulate hours of labor and wages these suits were premature. 8 Since Chief Justice Marshall's celebrated opinion in Gibbons v. Ogden,9 it has been rather consistently held that commerce is more than traffic-it is intercourse.
0
This case adopts that definition."1 Interstate commerce is intercourse and traffic between persons, involving transportation of persons or property beyond state lines, or the purchase, sale, and exchange of commodities by persons in different states, or when shipment of the goods beyond state lines is contemplated. It would seem by this authority and by the fact that none of the opinions, including the dissent, raised this issue, that it is accepted. Nor can it be seriously contended that interstate transportation had begun when the regulation of hours of labor and wages was to be enforced, for the cases are uniform in holding that interstate commerce in this sense does not begin until delivery of the goods to a carrier for shipment.1
5
The regulation attempted here was certainly to be effective before coal was to be shipped. It related to the operation of mining the coal.6 So it would seem that the parts of the statute providing administrative machinery for regulating hours of labor and wages in the bituminous coal industry were unconstitutional because coal mining is not interstate commerce. The validity of regulation of hours of labor and wages is, then, so far as this case is concerned, no longer a pertinent inquiry.17
This part of the statute being unconstitutional, there remains the question as to the validity of the price-fixing provisions. Substantially all the coal mined by these companies was for shipment to other states pursuant to contracts made before the coal was mined. 1 8 Such sales are held to be interstate commerce. 1 9 Upon this point the majority and minority opinions agree.
0
The interstate character of these shipments has even been upheld in the face of the possibility that the goods may never be shipped out of the state, but instead diverted to a local market.
2 1 But the interstate commerce power is still limited by the due process clause of the fifth amendment. Although regulation by the federal government of the price of goods to be shipped in interstate commerce pursuant to contracts already made has not previously been upheld, it has been held that for a state to regulate prices in intrastate commerce is not a violation of the due process clause of the fourteenth So, also, it has been maintained since Gibbons v. Ogden 2 4 that the power of Congress over interstate commerce is complete in itself, may be exercised to its utmost extent, and acknowledges no limitations other than those prescribed in the constitution.
2 5 It would seem, then, that the Chief Justice is logical when he says that the state's power to regulate prices in intrastate commerce having been upheld, Congress is not to be denied a power with respect to interstate commerce which is enjoyed by the states in the regulation of intrastate commerce. 2 6 In this principle the dissent concurs, pointing out that conditions in the milk industry in the state of New York which induced the court to uphold price-fixing provisions were very similar to the conditions in the bituminous coal industry. 2 7 The third point upon which the opinions differ is the separability of the parts of the statute. The majority, in the face of an express provision in the statute that if a part was declared unconstitutional, the rest should not therefore be invalidated, declared that the statute was not separable. The Chief Justice maintained that the statute was separable and the dissent avoided this question by holding that the suits were premature as to the labor provisions and thus the court need only pass on the constitutionality of one part of the statute-the price-fixing provisions. A part of a statute may be invalid and yet the remainder be valid.
2 8 Also, a valid part of a statute may be enforced if separable from the invalid part.
2 9
But before a valid part will be upheld where the other part is invalid, it must be separable, and it must be proved that such was the intention of the legislature. Thus, the intent of Congress in passing this act becomes important. This act contained a provision that if part was declared unconstitutional, the application of the other provisions should not be affected thereby. 
